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not the particular dialogue of a particular evening, but the
words of the years, of the accumulated past, of a thousand
assemblies in this drawing-room before dinner. They knew
each other so well that they had nothing to say. They were
so carefully trained in politeness that they could not be
silent, so nurtured in a tradition of affability that they
could not cease to be affable. All night they would con-
tinue; all night?—all their lives they would continue, had
continued to tell how, being strong in spades and weak in
diamonds, they had tried to indicate to a partner, who had
not been "one of us" that... But you need to know your
partner—like marriage, isn't? Marriage? Out of the depths
of Sordel the rumbling recognition of wit inherent in the
very word. Out of Mademoiselle Corrie a tinkling tribute.
A growl from Allard, and from Goof a brief essay in
English grammar. Van Arkel was a wit; he had but to say
"marriage", and every hoof in the stable thudded its
muffled applause; every hoof but Goof's and Goof perhaps
was a rival wit—no, not a wit, the van Leydens were
not frisky, but a dictator on the hearthrug, the explicit
intelligence of the family, with a shrewd contempt for a
youth whose feminine fingers were for ever stroking a pale
cheek. The essay in grammar had not a pedantic purpose;
it was a way of taking the wind out of the sails of wit felt
to be intrusive and disturbing. Into this conversation no
disturbance might enter. It was the conversation not of
men but of the hearthrug, of the quarter of an hour before
dinner, of all the quarters of an hour before all the dinners
that had ever been eaten in the Castle of Enkendaal. It
was not of to-day; it was ancestral, and Goof, having his
back to the clock, was presiding over it.
"Mustn't it be funny not to belong anywhere?"
Lewis said the enamel frame on the extreme right was,
he thought, a pretty one, and looked over his shoulder to
see Julie standing where Allard had left her, turning and
turning the edges of an old copy of the Berliner Tageblatt;
and he saw her run ahead of him through the Harbury
meadows and throw herself down in the dapple of a beech
tree. So deeply now was she withdrawn into herself that
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